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M eet William Hung, the newest pop
star spawned from the show "American
Idol." The funny thing is that he never
made it past the first round.
When Hung performed Ricky
Martin's "She Bangs" in front of the
American Idol judges, he was rejected as
they choked back laughter during his
audition.
Since the episode aired, a cult of
fans has cropped up on campuses and
across the Internet, celebrating the UC
Berkley student's now-notorious performance.Upstart music channel Fuse along
w1th Koch Entertainment have offered
Hung a recording contract and a vtdeo
product1on deal
"As the underdog mus1c vtdeo network, Fuse Instantly identified w1th
Wilham's drive to do h1s best and 'have
no regrets at all.' Every one of us is joyfully gu1lty of singing our favorite song at
the top of our lungs with wild abandon.
all the while completely off key and uninhibited " Fuse's president, Marc Juris.
said to the bntish webs1te Digitalspy.

D riving down Western Avenue one morning, I
couldn't help but notice the large black metal boxes
sitting on the sidewalks facing Peterson Avenue. As 1
was contemplating their unsightliness I noticed two
bright flashes come from the dark forms just as a car
drove right through a red light. I realized that the
machines were easily able to detect the violation and
take a picture of the car's license plate I assumed
the crty would then marl him his ticket. As I continued
on my morning drive I realized that rn the last few
years technology has emerged exponentially into our
lives. Now the self-check out counter is longer than
the regular lines tn the supermarket and cell phone
users run rampant with phones that take pictures.

Wether if you are a computer junkie or not, technology is constantly affecting our lives because of
our sheer curiosity for gadgetry because we realize
that technological knowledge is necessary as we
move toward the future . This month we look at some
of the technology being used by Chicago teenagers
in our special technology section.
Happy reading .

Managing Editor

NEWSBRIEFS
Marshall Mathers vs. M acintosh
Rap star and pop culture 1con Em1nem IS su rng
Apple Computer Inc. for 10 million dollars. In an ad
for Apple's iTunes pay-per download music store that
a1red on MTV last year, a young boy with an i-pod
portable music player s1ngs the lyrics to the hit song,
"Lose Yourself. " Eminem claims that the song has
ga1ned "iconic status" among Hip-Hop fans worldWide and that the use of 1t in an advertising campaign spot takes a shot at the message of the mus1c
Apple continues to claim it has done nothing unlawful.

Study Says half of Young Americans
will get STDs
S everal recent reports issued by the CDC,
Center for Disease Control rn Atlantaindicate that at
least fifty percent of sexually active Americans will
contract an STD by the age of 25.
The report indicated that there were 9 million
new cases of STDs for sexually active teens
between the ages of 15 and 24 in the year 2000.
That number is expected to rise.
Although the report highlighted the exponential
growth of all sexually transmitted diseases, it pinpointed three in particular as growing in extremely
large numbers: genital warts, Trichonomiasis (a par-

Mom and Pops Pill Shops
Two girls were removed from their homes in
Deep Gap, N.C when their elementary school guidance counselor became suspicious of the sickness
they suffered almost every day. The local sheriff raided the home and discovered that the mother and
boyfriend were cooking methamphetamine in the
attic where the girls slept.
The popularity of the use and sale of methamphetamine is on the rise in small towns across the
United States and maybe coming to a home near
you . According the Drug Enforcement Administration,
methamphetamine laboratories, known as mom and
pop labs, are popping up in every state from
Mississippi to the East Coast at a rapid pace.

asitic infection) and clamidia.
Metro Editor
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America's Newest Idol

From the Editor's Desk

Amazingly, students ages 13 to 19 spend 16 7
hours per week on line (excluding e-mail use).
according to a study in done in September 2003 by
Teenage Research Unhmrted Of that t1me. 7 4 hours
are spent playing online games Teens also ma1nta1n
web logs or online journals where they can wrrle
about the1r da1ly life, and forums are unique meet1ng
grounds for people with similar interests. The
Internet has allowed students to become more
aware of their surroundings by offering unlimited
access to information.
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Political Perspective
Justifying the Jurisprudence for Executing Mature Juveniles
By Haamid Johnson
Georgetown University
Binding a human
being with electrical
wire, gagging that person with tape and
tightening it with the
belt from a bathrobe,
and then pushing that
same individual off a
railroad bridge into a
Missouri river after
robbing her- is simply
an intolerable crime.
For the most part, I
think that a country
split ideologically in half regarding the administration of the death penalty would agree that this perpetrator deserves to be punished to the full extent
of the law. Don't you think so?
Furthermore, if the DNA evidence proves to be
irrefutable and there were no signs of inconsistencies on the litigators' behalf, then pro-death penalty
proponents would rationally support sentencing this
murderer to death.
Correct?
Well, the aforementioned incident is not the
doing of an adult master mind or that of a covert
special operations' team infiltrating the premises of
a terrorist coup.
In fact, according to USAToday.com it was
orchestrated by a 17-year-old.
Ajuvenile who, in 1993 was initially sentenced
to death, had his ruling overturned by the Missouri
Supreme Court last year. He is now serving a term
of life in prison.
With that in mind, the real question that arises
is whether or not a precocious teenager who commits a horrendous crime should be treated any differently than an adult criminal.
Earlier this year the United States Supreme
Court, due to four anonymous justices who agreed
to hear the case (which is the required amount for
the High Court to hear a case), decided to accept
an appeal based on the fact that they could either
ban juvenile executions all together or allow the
issue's jurisprudence to rest in the hand's of the
state.
On the one hand, left-wingers wish to see the
practice of executing 15, 16, and 17-year-olds prohibited in a blanket, one-size-fits-all formula .
That philosophical practice neglects to take into
account the probability that teens and juveniles are
fully capable of being held accountable for their
actions.
The United States has been allowed to employ
capital punishment, but not for those who were 16
or younger at the time of the crime, since 1976, but
even those who were 16 and 17 at the time of their

WWW:newexpression. orq

crime rarely received a death sentence.
Given that only two teenagers were sentenced
to death last year means that a large number of
teens are not committing crimes that equal a capital
punishment, therefore, the ability to exercise a
death sentence for a teen by any jurisdiction should
be sustained only for the most severe of cases.
An argument espousing that juveniles are not
capable of being cognizant is stridently rebuked by
the actual low number of teens on death row, especially since only 17 states prohibit the practice for
those under 18.

Because we are Illinoisans, we know first hand
of the inaccuracies and injustices of how the death
penalty discriminates and inadequately oppresses
the minority community; this is exhibited by our
state's moratorium.
Therefore, the fairest ruling that the Supreme
Court could posit is to leave the window open for
states to use their own discretion open and allow
the execution of mature teens to be administered
by an improved regional justice system.

:te· ~initions
u-ris-pru-dence\ a: system or body of law b : the course of court decesions
~x-e-cute

\ 3: to put to death especially as al egal penalty

APRIL NE ESSAY QUESTION:
"Should high schools provide day care?"
MAYNE ESSAY QUESTION:
"Should the drinking age be reduced to 18?"
Essays must be 300-400 words. The top three essays will be reprinted in the March and April issues
with photos of the winners, who will receive $100, $50, and $25, respectively. All entries must include:
1) Your full name 2) Home address 3) School name 4) Home phone number 5) The name of your
teacher, if the essay was assigned. 6) All essays must be typed. Forget any of these, and your essay
will be disqualified.

Send the essays to:

New Expression Essays
600 S. Michigan Ave.
Chicago IL 60605
Fax: (312) 922-7151
e-mail: brentw@youth-comm.org
Please make the subject line: "NE Essay Contest."

Deadlines:
April: March 21 by 5 pm.
May:April23 by 5 pm.
No Exceptions.
New Expression reserves the riQht to cancel the essay contest
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Curfew Off: Curfew Back On
City revised curfew now supports First Amendment
By Joseph Struck
Providence H.S.
M inors stay1ng out past curfew better know their
=1rst Amendment nghts and be attending a late night
::onst1tutionally protected event
The Chicago Police Department recently updated
ts curfew law after having to suspend it due to a
·ecent federal court dec1s1on
The new curfew protects teens who are attending
ate mght events such as political rallies, mass or
>chool related events from bemg arrested for VIOiatng the curfew law. The Chicago City Council is
~xpected to vote on an official amendment to the
Jrdinance in early March.
On Feb 12 the curfew was temporarily suspend~d due to a ruling from the 7th U S C1rcuit Court that
>aid a s1milar law m Indiana failed to protect teens
Nho may be attend1ng a const1tut1onally protected
~vent.

Pollee Supenntendant Ph1l Cline told New
Expression that he was worried about the suspen>lon of the curfew law due to the number of teens
Nho were shot last year after curfew.
"We had roughly over 360 young persons shot
ast year I dread to think what would happen 1f we
jid not have a curfew policy in place to protect young
:>eople," Cline sa1d
Many teens told New Expression that they d1d
1ot realize that the city had a curfew, and that they
1ad never been stopped by a police officer for bemg
Jut after curfew
Cline said that the teens lack of knowledge about
:he curfew policy is an indication that parents are not
~nforcmg a curfew for their teens.
"It IS not JUSt up to the c1ty to enforce the curfew
Parents should wonder where their children are after
10:30 p.m. on the weekdays and 11 ·30 p.m. on the
Neekends," Cline said .
"If a child is out at all hours of the night how can
:hey get up for school and be successful?" he asked.
Cline dismissed allegations by some teens that
:he curfew IS sometimes used by police to target cer:ain minority groups, especially on the South and
Nest s1des of the c1ty.
"The curfew is enforced across the board We
Nant to take youth off the street so that they won't be
l/ict1ms of a crime or out offending," Cline said.
"We are more vigilant in areas where there 1s
11ore violent crime and a lot of gang members, espe::ially of that age. So we have more officers in those
3reas, which means more chances to enforce the
:;urfew law. It has nothing to do about being a minori-

ty."

Make sure to read our one-on-one Interview
with Supt. Cline in the April edition of New
Expression.
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Ch1cago Public Schools CEO Arne Duncan at a recent press conference

Honesty the New Policy with CPS Dropouts
By Rebecca Parsons
Columbia College
If you're plannmg on dropp1ng out of h1gh school,
c1ty school officials say be prepared to be broke, on
welfare or in Jail.
That's accord1ng to the new Consent to Withdraw
From School form that was approved by the Ch1cago
Board of Education on Feb 25 The form must be
s1gned by the student and the1r parents to drop out of
Ch1cago Public High Schools.
By s1gnrng the form , the dropout acknowledges
that they are g1v1ng up the1r "educational nghts, privileges and opportun1t1es" The form also forces students to acknowledge
" I will be less likely to find good jobs that pay
well. .. or maybe any jobs."
" I will not be able to afford many things that I will
see others acquiring."
"I will not have many choices about where to
live."
"I will be more likely to get caught up in criminal
activity and Illegal behaviors."
"I will be more likely to spend time in jail or
prison."
"I will be more likely to rely on the state welfare
system for my livelihood."
"I will be considerably less able to properly care
for and educate my children."
If the form 's language seems harsh, it is meant to
be that way, said Chicago Public Schools CEO Arne

Duncan "We want to be very hard-hitt1ng, very myour-face about this. We don't want to sugarcoat 1t,"
Duncan sa1d
"Parents and students need to be aware of what
the poss1ble consequences are of droppmg out of
school before they make a cho1ce that may dramatically 1mpact the1r life," he sa1d
The form was produced w1th the help of Ph11ip
Jackson , Executive D1rector of Black Star, a Chicago
non-profit organ1zat1on and school reform advocate.
"When a young person drops out of high school.
he IS condemmng h1mself to a second-rate life. less
opportunity, less money and less freedom," Jackson
sa1d
Sandy Rodnguez,a spokeswoman for CPS, sa1d
they chose to work w1th Black Star on the form
because "they are a pos1t1ve organ1zatron that IS
committed to help1ng w1th 1ssues in Chicago's communities".
Students must be between 16 and 18-years-old
to sign the form and officially drop out of school
The form Is part of an amended Absenteeism and
Truancy policy that was approved by the Chicago
Board of Education on Feb. 25.
The policy already requires that principals must
contact the student's parents or guardian, v1s1t the
student's home and provide counseling. Principals
must also sign the consentform.
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Chicago Public Schools Say Clean-up Effort of Lunchrooms Making Progress
By Anita Simmons
Best Practice High School
The Chicago Public Schools are halfway through
a deep cleaning process of school lunchrooms and
are now preparing to follow-up by making sure that
school administrators keep the schools cleaned.
Mike Vaughn, a spokesman for the public
schools, said 64 of the first 100 school lunchrooms
that were targeted for cleanup had been successfully
cleaned and reopened to serve hot lunches to students on Feb. 25.
On March 1, the remaining 100 schools were
scheduled to stop serving hot lunches and undergo
cleaning, Vaughn said.
Public schools stopped serving hot lunches and
shut down 100 school lunchrooms in mid-January in
order to allow a special cleanup prompted by complaints of unsanitary conditions and rat infestation .
Public schools plan to continue the clean-up effort,
which is being overseen by the city's Department of
Streets and Sanitation, until just over 200 city school
lunchrooms are thoroughly cleaned .
Once the cleanup of the lunchrooms is complete,
Vaughn said school officials will be carefully monitoring the up-keep of the lunchrooms and putting pressure on school administrators to keep the school
lunchrooms and schools clean.
In January, Best Practice High School underwent
a clean-up effort. During that time, cold lunches were
being served which upset many students.

Students then took it upon themselves to have food
delivered to the school.
"Nobody wants cold sandwiches everyday," said
Anita Banks, a senior at Best Practice.
While teachers sympathized with the students,
they were forced to stop students from ordering out
because it was disruptive, leaving students no
choice but to eat cold sandwiches, fruit and milk.
While the clean-up effort has been a hassle for
all involved, public school officials said it was a necessary evil.
Since 1999, health inspectors cited 151 of the
city's 600 public schools for unsanitary conditions,
which included dead rats, mice, and their droppings
found in kitchens , classrooms, dishwashing
machines, and storage areas.
Many people believed that the public schools
had clean-up crews from the city's Department of
Streets and Sanitation to do the "deep cleaning."
Susan Susanke, director of food service for the
public schools said the city is only helping enforce
code violations and monitor the clea n-up effort.
"The school staff is responsible for cleaning their
lunchroom. Inspectors evaluate the lunchrooms to
see if the schools need further help," Susanke said .
Susanke said school lunchroom staffs should be
spending no less than eight hours cleaning.
"They should be cleaning the kitchen , the serving area, the appliances, and whatever else needs to
be cleaned ," she said.

Get an ilife.
These applications ship with every Mac helping you do more with a computer than
you thought possible.
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Susanke said it's up to the school if outside
agents are used to clean their lunchrooms.
Ollie Calhoun, a food service worker at Best
Practice, said a variety of cleaning agents are being
used to keep the lunchrooms clean.
"We use floor cleaners, all purpose cleaners,
dish soap, bleach, Windex for the windows, and
elbow grease," she said .
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Could I Be Gay?
By Jose M. Jimenez
SPECIAL FROM NEW YOUTH CONNECTIONS in NEW YORK
"Jose, tell me the truth. Have you ever thought
about kissing another guy?" my friend Vanessa
asked. I blinked a few times, trying to make sure I'd
heard her question correctly. Vanessa said she
thought all guys must think about kissing a guy at
some point. I was at a loss for words
I wondered what answer I should g1ve her I had
thought about kissing a guy before, when I was in
JUnior h1gh, but didn't think it meant anythmg. I was
worried that if I told Vanessa yes, I could also be
admitting to some other things.
But I'd been honest with Vanessa smce we met
earlier that year, my freshman year of h1gh school.
and I didn't want to start lying to her now Bes1des,
she was open-mmded.
"Yeah. I have," I answered As soon as the
answer left my lips, I wondered if I should have
admitted it. It felt odd to vo1ce what I'd thought about
but never mentioned before.
She kissed me on the cheek, sm1led. and went
into her apartment building I left to catch the tra1n to
my house.
When I arrjved home my mmd was filled w1th
questions. Admittmg that I'd thought about k1ssmg
guys meant somethmg but I d1dn't know what. I
went into my room and stayed there for most of the
day, thinking. I remembered my first crush, Adam
Illustration by Jesse Hall. Crane

Thoughts of Kissing Adam
Adam was one of the "bad boys" in my 7th
grade class. He argued a lot and wasn't afra1d of
getting into fights with teachers or other kids. He
was tough, which was one of the things I liked about
him.
And he was cute. He had short brown curls and
was an inch or two taller than me, with broad shoulders and a hint of muscles beginning to emerge.
In class and at home, my mind would occasionally wander to thoughts of kissing him. But I didn't
think that meant that I was gay. I hadn't heard much
about homosexuality as a child, and so I didn't realize that my feelings for Adam could mean that I was
gay. I figured I'd eventually have these feelings for a
girl.

Could I Be Gay?
From then until high school, no one caught my
attention the way Adam had . But occasionally, I did
see a guy here and there who I thought was cute.
After Vanessa's question, I began to wonder what
my thoughts meant. Could I be gay?
Then I remembered the comments my peers
made about guys who liked other guys.
That's mad gay," I'd heard just a few days ago,

www.newexpression. orq

from a group of guys standmg around a fire hydrant
on my way to school They were Jeering about
something one of the1r fnends had said
I also remembered see1ng a guy after school
who was surrounded by g1rls walk1ng up the hill
toward the bus stop As he walked w1th h1s
entourage, a guy noticed him and said, "He's a fag ,"
gett1ng his fnends around h1m to laugh. From the
way some of my peers used the words "gay" and
"fag, " I knew that they saw gayness as Immoral,
weird, and unnatural

Heard Positive Comments About Gay
People
Not everyone around me was homophobiC,
though I knew from small conversations that some
of my friends didn't have a problem with gay people.
But the only person I spoke to a lot about gay
issues was Vanessa.
To fulfill her school's community serv1ce requirement, Vanessa volunteered at Gay Men's Health
Crisis. She'd tell me about how cool and nice gay
men were, and how they talked about their
boyfriends or dates.
I compared what Vanessa had said to the jokes
I heard I felt that the JOking guys didn't know what

they were talking about. Vanessa was dealing with
gay people on a da1ly basis. so I trusted what she
had to say about them
Vanessa's expenences helped me understand
that being attracted to guys was normal, even
though everyone d1dn't accept or understand 1t.
Still, after her quest1on. I was confused by all of
my thoughts. I didn't have any hope of findmg
answers that night, so I went to sleep

The Right Word for Me
The next day, I felt different. I winced when I
heard boys calling guys with a lot of female friends
or who were fem1mne "faggot." Before I hadn't cared
much about the comments. But now I was begmning
to th1nk that the word gay could apply to me.
I arrived home 1n the late afternoon I lay down
on my bed in the dark, stanng up at the ce11ing. I
thought I'd eventually feel attracted to g1rls, but I
hadn't.
I took all the comments I'd heard and strung
them together in my head. try1ng to get a definition
of what "gay" meant. Then I tossed aside the negative comments, and realized that the word refers to

Continued on next page
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Continued from previous page
being attracted to guys, and that's how I felt about
Adam.
I now understood why I'd never looked at the
girls in my school with thoughts of more than friendship. I was gay.

Happy, but Then Concerned
Realizing that I was gay felt like an awakening. I
was happy. But the following day in school, I was
concerned.
I thought that any whispering I heard was about
me. I wondered if the other students knew. Just me
knowing that I was gay made me think that they
could somehow read my mind and know also. I'd
heard stories about fights starting because a person
was gay, and how others were ridiculed until the day
they graduated.
So I kept my revelation to myself until I felt prepared and confident enough to tell people who I
thought would understand, which I eventually did.

What's Really Good
by Patricia Easley
Whitney Young

Have you ever gone to school, looked
around and thought to yourself, "What's
really good?" You know, the term used
by teens to ask, "What's going on?"
Well this column is dedicated to giving
you information about what's going on
with teens in Chicago.

Do you go to a school where a 3.5 GPA doesn't
rank you in the top of your class? In many Chicago
Public Schools, this is the case. With people receivJoined Gay Organizations
ing 4.7 GPAs people with a 3.0 average don't reach
Soon after I realized that I was gay, I joined
the top half of their class. Many Chicago public
organizations that were connected to the gay comschools are doing away with the ranking system.
munity. After I came out to Vanessa in my sophoSome school officials believe that the ranking system
more year, I started volunteering with her at GMHC. hurts students more than it helps. If you have a 4.0
Then I worked for the New Neutral Zone and
GPA and don't rank in the top 10 percent of the
Hermanos Jovenes/Young Brothers; both groups
class, you are considered a low ranking student but
promote safer sex in the gay community. There I met
without the ranking system you are just a 4.0 stuother gay guys and learned more about my sexualident! Sounds good to me!
ty.
I also started going to bookstores to browse
Hey! Looking for money to go to college? CPS
through their gay and lesbian section and read magCEO Arne Duncan reported that nearly 1/3 of the
azines like The Advocate and Out, which have
$12 million that was set aside for scholarships went
helped me feel more and more comfortable with my
unused!
This is ridiculous! Come on ya'll! This is
sexuality.
nearly $4 Million! Start looking and filling out those
scholarships!

Feet Liberated

Still , I sometimes have to deal with ignorance.
Once, I walked up the stairs in my old high school
and a boy jumped against the wall and said, "Watch
out, he's gay." I normally greet reactions like those
with a roll of my eyes and then walk away, or reply
with a simple "thank you, " before ignoring that person's existence. I can't control how others react to
my being gay, but I can control how I react to them .
I feel liberated, and it's partially because I have a
label for what I feel for guys. Often , when you 're
given a label , it can be stifling. It can make you feel
as if people only see one part of you . For a time,
people just saw me as "the gay guy."
Still, embracing a gay identity allowed all my
thoughts about other guys to fall into place. My feelings for Adam have meaning and a place to be put;
before they just existed, with no understanding .
•New Youth Connection is Published by Youth Communication 1n
New York
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Kudos to Maria High School student Lauren
Carruth! Lauren won the city sticker design contest.
Her design will be displayed on the 1.3 million cars
in Chicago. All stickers had to follow a theme of
"Historical Chicago". Lauren will receive a $1,000
savings bond for winning the contest. Way to go!
The Chicago Board of Education recently
passed a policy that allows it to close schools that
have been on academic probation for a year.
Chicago school officials say that nearly half of
Chicago public schools could be on academic probation next year due to the new policy. To learn more
about the policy and all CPS matters go to the CPS
website -http://www.cps.k12.il.us.
http://www.cps.k12.il.us
Remember that everyone needs to graduate so we all need to do our 40 hours of com-

munity service. Hours are really easy to obtain.
Nothing in this world is free so get paid by documenting your hours! Donate your time to a good
cause! You may meet a new friend!
While this might not be specific to Chicago, it
may be some good information for anyone to traveling to North Carolina to visit a college campus.
According to recent reports 15 percent of the men
on college campuses in N.C. have contracted the
HIV virus. According to reports, the men sleep with
each other and then go back to their girlfriends and
give them the virus. Be careful out there!
Oh! Before I forget! Watch NE-on-TV, the best
teen talk show in Chicago. The new season starts
April 1st at 7:30 on CAN TV 21 . Last season we covered a variety of topics like teen abortion, the war in
Iraq, Hip-Hop and Juking. If you thought that last
season was hot, you haven't seen anything yet!

Is there something going on at
your school that teens in
Chicago should know? Let us
know. Write "What's Really
Good" c/o New Expression 600
S. Michigan,. Chicago,. IL 60605
Or.. e-mail at
brentw@youth-comm.f?rg.
Please put "What's Really
Good" in the subject line.
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Making the most of college visits
By Rebecca Parsons
Columbia College
The deciston of which college you attend 1s one
of the most important decisions you will make in
your young adult life.
There are many steps 1n the college selection
process and many factors to consider about your
prospect1ve college choices. The college visit is
undoubtedly the most essential step tn choostng the
best school for you. Visiting your potenttal
college(s) offers you "an inside look" into what tt will
be like to attend the school and to (posstbly) live on
campus By spending time at the college you will
learn about things that you will never read about 1n
thetr brochure or on the webstte
If you are a high school JUntor, then you should
take advantage of the time you have to make as
many college visits as possible If you are a sen1or,
then you must make the most of the time you have
left to decide which college you will attend
Whether you are JUSt starting the selection process.
you have already made some college visits. or you
have waited until the last minute, it 1s crucial that
you spend as much time as possible at your
prospective college(s). Here are some suggest1ons
for maktng the most of that t1me
- First make sure that you schedule the longest
visit possible The more time you can spend on
campus, the better Your best bet IS an overn1ght
visit, so you can do research during the day and
experience the college life at ntght. Many schools
only offer thts type of v1s1t once or twice a year,
though, so you have to jump on the chance when
you can If you can't stay overnight, then schedule
a full day visit.
- All colleges have orientations, open houses
and campus tours that they invite you to attend
when you show interest in the school. These are all
good ways to gain some information, but they are
definitely NOT ENOUGH. Since the college presents these information sessions to attract new students, they always show the college in the best
light. A representative of the college will never tell
you about the downfalls of the school. That is why it
is so important to spend extra time at the college,
outside of the orientations, the open houses and the
tours. If the orientation starts at 3 o'clock, then go
to the campus early and spend the first part of the
day doing your own research.
- Figure out everything you want to know about
the college and write it down. Compile a list of
questions to ask representatives and the various
departments of the school. What do you want to

www.newexpression. org
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know about your major? What do you need to know
about classes and schedules? What do you reqUire
from financ1al a1d? What about student houstng?
You should have a separate list of questions and
concerns for each department, ready before you
step foot on campus.
- When you get to the college campus.
approach the school like you are a news reporter
who needs to get the full story on that school
(because you do!) Do not be afra1d to ask honest
questions and if you don't get the answer from one
person, do not hesitate to go to someone else
- lnterv1ew as many professors as possible,
espec1ally w1thin your chosen maJor. To contact professors, you can go d1rectly to the1r department's
office, which you can find 1n the school's directory or
catalogue. Ask the professors how the1r classes are
run and what will be expected of you as a student.
How much of the class 1nstruct1on IS lecture and
how much is hands-on? What type of homework
will be given and how much?
- Interview current students. This is not as scary
as it sounds. When you are on campus, just stop a
student as they are walk1ng by and ask them if they
have a minute to talk to you Tell them you are a
high school student considenng this college and you
need to know the real deal about this school. Most
students will be happy to tell you thehonest truth
about the advantages and disadvantages of going

tages of going to tt,at college When you do get a
student to talk to you take advantage of the opportunity and ask them all the questions that are really
runn1ng through your mind
- This is the most valuable suggestton of all s1t
1n on a class or several classes if you can Ask the
undergraduate adm1ss1ons office 1f you can attend a
class and, 1f they say no. you should still perstst
The classes are the most cnt1cal aspect of the college After all. that ts what you are pay1ng for So
tell the admtss1ons representative that you will NOT
even consider going to thts college unless you are
able to s1t 1n on a class I bet that they w1ll quickly
change the1r answer and will welcome you to a
class or two If you can only attend one class, you
should choose one that IS reqUired for your major.
Remember that the college you choose will be
the center of your life for at least four years The
educatton you rece1ve will determine the path you
travel for the rest of your life
The experiences you have in college will affect
you for years to come So 1nvest as much time and
effort as you possibly can on the college v1sit. You
are guaranteed a healthy return on your tnvestment:
the satisfaction and success that comes from
choostng the right college for you.
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Teenaged entrepreneurs
have their own name, style,~~...
and an understanding of what
it means to make 1t on their
own. Each month, New
Expression will share stones
of how teens are making it
and what it takes to be a
successful entrepreneur.
because.....
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Student Banking Plqnned for South Shore High I
I
School
By N. Kyle Futrell and Tehira Wright
South Shore Academy
At South Shore High School's Small School of
Entrepreneurship things are changing because of
the school's course requirement,lnternships.
The internships offered are designed to encourage entrepreneurial skills like self-reliance and
resourcefulness, which are good skills to have in
today's economy.
One of these internships is a banking program
that teaches the anatomy of the banking system.
The instructor, Quinn Riley, is an employee of Urban
Options, a non-profit organization specializing in
youth entrepreneurship. The curriculum covered by
him includes finance, accounting, investment, loans,
etc. The program is taught inside the school on the
second floor every Wednesday, along with other
internship programs. The plan is to educate students
about banking and economics by giving them hands
on experience.
The goal of the banking program is to start a student run bank inside the school. The bank would
cater to the students, giving them a chance to open
checking accounts, apply for loans, and tend to other
banking related matters. Students would get check
books that would allow them to draw money from
their accounts whenever they wanted . But students
will need to learn how to balance their checkbooks in
order to have money to withdraw.
The best part of this project is that the bank features all the positions held by employees of a real
bank. There will be loan officers, bank tellers, investment advisers and credit analysts. The program
receives partial funding from Chicago Public Schools
and the Coleman Foundation.
The projected date for the bank's opening has
not been determined, but the hope is to have the
bank opened by the end of this school year.
The interns participating in the banking program
say that they are ripe with anticipation .
"The program is very fun and informative. Quinn
Riley's approach to teaching is outstanding," said 16year-old Tony Peoples, a student at South Shore.
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YoungBiz.com gives 'treps
answers to tough questions
By NE Staff
What is the Dow Jones? How can you copyright
something? How do you read stock quotes? Finding
a simple answer to these questions can be tough.
YoungBiz.com provides easy to understand answers
to these questions using simple language that
almost anyone can understand. The site also offers
web services like free email and paid web hosting .
From learning the basics of investing in the stock
market to learning how to design a savings plan for
college, the YoungBiz site provides young people
with step-by-step instructions on how to make and
manage money.
The Young Biz Hot Spots section consists of five
links - Start a Biz, Begin Investing, Explore Careers,
Manage Your Money, and a Networking Message
Board. Each link takes a user to a page with stories
about young people involved in the process of managing money or running a business; plus dozens of
links for tools and resources. Start a Biz has links to
over twenty articles featuring young entrepreneurs
and their respective businesses. One such article
profiles business owners Jeffrey Rodriguez and John
Serrano owners of Latin Artist in Brooklyn, NY. In
1998 these two artists opened their own business
and, the site boasts, "Since then, the 18-year-olds
have turned graffiti from an act of vandalism into an
art form decorating everything from T-shirts to motorcycles." (http://www.youngbiz.com/)

cycles." (http://www.youngbiz.com/)
.
Articles like this are useful in that they Illustrate
real stories of young people turning hobbies and
interests into moneymaking ventures. It lets teens
know that all you need is an idea to take the first
step down the road to being an entrepreneur. l.t also
allows people to network with other young busmess
people for tips and suggestions.
.
Another interesting feature on the s1te teaches
the a-b-c's of starting an investment portfolio by simply putting small amounts of money aside i~to csa~
ings account until enough is saved to start mvest1n~.
Overall, the site provides a wide range of practical resources for both young people and educators.
While many sites focus on entrepreneurial aspects,
YoungBiz offers more practical instruction for ~eople
who don't know anything about finance or busmess.
One article on the web site gives instruction on saving for college. The author outlines seven steps
towards managing college tuition; the first step suggests "negotiating" for more money ~y applying to
more schools than you're interested 1n to create bargaining power for a better financial aid package.
'Deciphering Your W-2' is another example of u~eful
information on the site for someone who doesn t
necessarily want to be an entrepreneur. The Pf1lole
explains the different aspects of the W--2'f;
I
form including links to the Internal Re~ectt
~
web site for tax information.
' •. · ,
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OPINION
~RADIO SENDING OUl ALL THE RIGHT SIG
BY JOE STRUCK
PROVIDENCE HIGH SCHOOL

A couple of summers ago I saved up the money
I made from working and decided to get XM Radio. I
ad seen advertisements for the satellite radio during the previews at a local theater, and also in magazines like Sports IBuStatect and Rolling Stone. The
Idea alone was whatflQoked me: radio programming
istrtbuted via sattllitAt to anywhere in America, without long stretchel Ofbommercials and with nearly
ten times as mal!)' stations.
I had a lot of extra money at the time so I actuafY did very little research before buying a new CD
Cleek, speakers to 00 with the deck, and an XM
satellite receiver. W!ttt the cost of installation and
parts, I ended upt(lishlng out a little under $500 all
together. After sl(ling In Circuit City's 1V display area
etching "Star '/!liJ.rl': and waiting for a two-hour
l i w a y to listening to 100
nstallation, I
~xtra channels
ten bucks a month.
At first, I slflclt What I knew and would listen
to alternative itafjns like Ethel and XM Cafe. I
would also listen'i> Classic Rock hits on Top Tracks
and progressive rnusic on XM Musiciab, which
would air a Phish concert every Friday night. As time
went on, I began to delve into music that was foreign to me, such as country on Nashville! and blues
on Bluesville.
What I liked about all of these stations is that
they succeeded in playing popular music as well as
music that was rarely- or never -heard on fm radio.
I found a new Jove for reggae while listening to The
Joint, and after listening to XM Liquid Metal, I found
I could actually tolerate heavy rock.
I would rarely listen to news or talk stations, but
it was nice to know they were there. There were
about ten news channels, but the main ones were
CNN. Fox News and BBC. As for talk channels there
were about ten channels, but the only one I was
even remotely interested in was Ask! where teens
could call in for expert advice on pretty much any
subject.
There were a few drawbacks. When driving
under bridges or under a gas station roof. the reception would phase out for a couple seconds. I also
thought this since XM was an alternative, discretionary medium, all stations should be uncensored.
!though most of the stations were,uncensored, the
nes that were censored reminded me of fm. Being
ble to listen to uncensored music was one of the
asons I bought XM in the first place.
Despite the minor drawbacks, I am glad I bought
radio . The variety of programming available and
absence of commercials are more than enough
r me. The full-length concerts and up to the minute
ews and sports scores are just added bonuses. I
ink I can handle hearing one less second of a
ng as I pass under a bridge.
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BY VINCENT DIXON
GWENDOLYN BROOKS

to school pretty far so my parents gave me
~so I can check in with them or they can
said lina Chui, 17, a junior at Northside

me,•

r46Q~ Prep.

In order for Chicago Public School students to
phones they must have written permission from

their parent or guardian. The students aren't allowed
to use the phones during school hours. If they do,
the CPS Uniform Discipline Code allows up to a five-

pay suspension.
The need to be connected has caused parents
to take on the burden of paying for the services.

Many teenagers aren't even sure of the cost of thetr
monthly cell phone bill.
':My bill is about $36 a month, but I don't pay for
it. Usually, I use all 300 of my minutes but sometimes 1 do go over." said Jessica Xu. 18. a senior at
Northside College Prep. "My sister and I both got
phones when we started to dnve. That way in case
e got in an accident we could call someone."
However the combination of cell phones and
~ drivers poses a new problem that so~e
states like New York have strictly addressed wtth a
J1IW law. New York law prohibits driving while talking
~ a cell phone. Illinois does not have a similar law.
The National Highway Traffic Safety
'fdlrninlistratk>n found in 2002 that 63 percent of drivbetween the ages of 16 and 20 take incoming
While driving and 40 percent will make an outcan. Youth drivers. ages 16 to 20, make up
percent of the driver population, yet in th?t
were responsible for 13 percent of car acclinvolving cell phones.
always answer my cell phone in the car when I
tamlfma. I don't get distracted and I have never
in an accident, so I don't think it is that dangersaid Randy Yang, 16, a junior at Northside
Prep.
number of cell phone users continues to
•ltlnnrtAI'Iiti.Atltv, parents and teachers are
1o incorporate this new technology
comfort and safety It provides.

After public disasters such
as the Columbine school shooting and the Sept. 11 terrorist
attacks, many public facilities
began encouraging cell phone
usage. While public threats have
decreased, so has the tolerance
of cell phones within public and
private places, especially
schools.
Two sides are battling out
the debate on students carrying
cell phones in the school.
There are many teachers
and staff who are fed up with the
disruption cell phones cause 1n
class, even if the phones are
being used for a "so called"
emergency.
"Everything becomes an
emergency," said Wood
Harrington, a teacher at Brooks
not for social use, but for quick parent-child connecCollege Prep.
tion tn case of emergencies.The victims of Sept. 11
However, there are just as many concerned parand the recent fire in the Cook County building in
ents who would like to stay connected with thetr chilChtcago used their cell phones to call family memdren in case of emergencies and advocate students
bers and 911
possessing cell phones in school and in the classAdvocates also claim that the phones can be
rooms .
used to report suspicious behavior without being
Chicago Publtc Schools does not allow students
obvious or embarrassed by peer pressure.
to possess cell phones in school unless a
note has been written by a parent requesting that the student be allowed to have a
cell phone. The parent must give administrators and teachers reassurance that the
phones wtll only be used for emergency
purposes. It is left to the discretion of school
principals as to how and wtien the cell
phone w1ll be used in school, said Mike
Vaughn, a spokesman for CPS.
Harrington said many students do not
adhere to the rules and sneak the devices
-Are you a h1gh school freshman who likes to wnte?
onto campus and use them for wayward
acts such as cheating on exams using "text
-Would you like to develop th1s writing talent in weekly
messagtng~ or chatting with each other in
classes for the last three years of high school?
between classes. In some cases, cell
phones have been used for on campus
-Would you hke to use your wntmg in community serv1ce
drug deals.
proJects?
Students like Kaylin K., a sophomore at
Brooks, agrees that there are more dtsadvantages than advantages to allowing stuIf you answered yes to all these questions, call
dents to carry and use cell phones in
school. Kaylin said that it is extremely disturbing when phones ring during class.
"They keep peoples' attention on phone
1-847-835-5430
calls and not on the teachers who take time
to teach us," Kaylin said.
"School's a place for learning and not
or visit us at
for social causes," she said.
But those who support students carrying
and using phones at school claim that
allowing cell phones on school grounds is
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BY BRIAN LEWIS
ST IGNATIUS

Have you ever just stared blankly at your computer wishing and praying that it could bring you a
lot of joy? If so. then you should consider adding
some spice to that internet-connecting, homeworksaving, piece of machinery.
Computer gaming has been a part of the comuter industry for years. With successful shoot-'emup games like Doom and Unreal Tournament, fun
rote-playing games like Final Fantasy, and sports
games like Madden NFL Football, there are many
pPtions for the gaming fan.
,
But, if you're stuck with an old hunk of JUnk computer, you probably can't enjoy some of the newer
,9ames that have hit the industry like Call of D~ty,
trhe Sims, and Halo. You might not have the rrght
pieces to frt the puzzle in order to play the game you
just must have. For instance, in order to play the top
ten computer games sold at online retailer
Amazon.com, you would have to have these minimum requirements:

1.3+ GHz processor,
~12+MB RAM,
1.4+ GB free space,
OirectX 9.0, 16-bit sound card,
30 Hardware Accelerator Card,
32MB video card (ATI Radeon 9800 or NVidia
GeForce 4)
Broadband Internet connection
In order to get these on your computer, one
might as well just spend the money to buy a new
computer.
Pedro DeJesus, a senior at Walter Payton

College Prep., is a big computer gaming fan. He
always keeps up with technology and newer programs. Pedro is a Macintosh user, which gets only
some of the games that PCs get. He enjoys playing
games like Unreal Tournament and Medal of Honor,
but has a few tips for the game lovers.
HUnless you are a 'professional gamer', there is
no need to make your computer strictly for gaming.
Don't spend that extra $400 on the latest graphic
card, unless the game runs unbearably slow on your
current set-up. Sound isn't as important as gameplay," DeJesus said.
A recommendation for the lucky ones who have
an unlimited budget and are looking for that supergaming computer is to research Alienware computers. At their website, Alienware.com, you can customize your own supercomputer ranging from $1500
to even $6000!
If you are considering buying a computer for
gaming, you should consider processor speed, hard
disk space, RAM, video & sound cards, and your
Internet connection.
Many garners recommend going to places such
as Micro Center or other computer retailers. If you're
web-savvy, go to places like micronpc.com or crucial.com to upgrade your RAM and other computer
equipment. When you look for that perfect game,
remember that it should suit your needs and your
hobbies. If it's not a game you will enjoy, then don't
buy it.
.
Online gaming is what keeps people ptay1ng any
game. Once you find 'your' game, the one you're
good at, stick with it. Jumping around among many
games and not being very good at any game is a
drag,RDeJesus said.

As Andre Williams recently walKed down
Roosevelt Road toward his school, St. Ignatius, on
the west side of Chicago, he had the
ing that he was being watched or folfowed.
Williams' suspicion was wrong, his concem was
valid.
Andre's cellular phone Is equipped wftt) sit:~Pfl.,f!'1
or global positioning system. This tracld,lg tedmNt·q
gy, which involves bouncing signals from nic:roclhll"
in cell phones, cars and other modem
iences to satellites orbiting 12,000 miles aDI:we".UMt("
Earth'~ surface, was first developed by Unit(l(t ~
military in the 1970s.
This technology became infamous and gained
recognition for its use In house arrest devices that
allowed law enforcement officials to keep a lock Oh
convicted criminals. Today, it is fast becoming an
effective tool for concerned parents to maiotain a
watchful eye on their children.
"Technically my family could puR up my IQcatiOn
on the phone anytime they wanted to. But they
never used it for that, and I don't think they wouRJ
ever need to," Andre said.
Many teens are dissatisfied with the large
bers of parents who have taken interest In IOCliiUOft''
information systems such as GPS. However, Dal'elilll
are not the only worry for most teens. The Wide
of location information systems calls into QueiSJkilll
many issues of morality and privacy for young
in all of their relationships.
L:d
Michael MitcheU, a senior at Broth~~,._
School says he got rid of a Nextel phone wt\k:h
a GPS 'device because he feared an Invasion of biJ
privacy by his girlfriend.
"It made me feel funny because really l
lie. I could tell my girlfriend I was
she could pull up my location on GPS anca.~ma,;aur
was somewhere else. It wasn't worth it,"
Although not everyone needs to worry
they are being tracked by a protective '*'~at~~
ous lover, anyone with a cell phone
by the police, fire department and ..tta~·111:tillli1Htll
emment because of today's technology, eXPiiCW
A federal mandate was issued
2005 wireless Service providers must be
wtth technology that can automatically
callers with a tether built In to all cell phc. .J•.
Telecommunication researchers -ttimaifll
millions of Americans already use tocatiC,_ llrHq[ll
tion systems on a regular basis and aren't
aware of lt.
They predict that the WhtreclDCMiJtSJOJ'•
million Americans will be kept
baslsaY"r
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ISISMYP RSONALLIFE@ME.COM
NS SHARE THEIR LIVES AND SECRETS WITH ONLINE WORLD
Y PATRICIA EASLEY
WHITNEY. YOUNG
Throughout history teenagers have kept journals
ilbout their lives.
But the tradition of keeping those deep secrets
1'\idden in a book away from the eyes of the world
s Changed. Now teens. as well as adults, who
want to be heard are keeping their journals, or
s, on-line, for others to see.
Sarah Choy, a junior at Whitney Young, said that
r her, the popular on-line diaries are not a fad but
a creative outlet to express herself.
•1 use [Xanga.com] because I want to express
without leaving a paper trail," said Choy.
~ many on-line journal writers do not hesitate to
~r real names on their Internet diaries.
,.-.met journal keepers like Sarah, enjoy the oppor~ to hold back their real identity but still share
.... Uf8 with the wor1d.
While the on-line journals have become a poputool for self-expression, some journal writers
encountered the downside of sharing their
lives with the world and reading other people's intimate thoughts.
Jennifer Bailey, a jumor at Whitney Young.
pagan an on-line journal a year ago but she stopped
~ng her journal because it began changing her
perspective of other people and herself.
~t s\arted out as a way for me to oommunicate
· mY, friends and I pegan putting personal th1ngs
~it and It just got too out of hand. I guess I wanted
express myself too much," Bailey said.
•t began reading other people's journals and
me very judgmental. I looked at my own journal
and saw that I was no better than them. I didn't want
to beCome a jUdgmental person so I stopped writing

,n

tuwe

all together." Bailey said.
The first on-line journal was called a web-log.
It was created by Tim
Berner-Lee in 1997. His
vision was to create a
place where people could
share information similar
to a message board.
People began using this
space for their personal
accounts of their lives.
The word blog comes
from the word log meaning to keep a written
account of something .
Blqgs grew into groups of
links that were sent to
people in various businesses that had s1milar
interests. People on online journal sites have
"Biog Rmgs" in which
people with the same stories or backgrounds post
their journal entries.
Journal sites such as
Xanga and Live Journal
are filled w1th the sometimes dark, witty and entertaining lives of teens
throughout the world. The entries are usually a paragraph in length and generally summarize the writer's
day. People can then read the entry and respond to
it if they choose.
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Some believe that the on-line journals are just a
fad and they will be gone, but many teens say th1s
isn't true. The on-line journal sites have grown
quickly, showing the need for teens to have a creative outlet and a way for them to express themselves without fear of being discovered.

PHOTOPINION: HOW MUCH TIME DO YOU SPEND ON THE 'NET?

Daisy Corral, 14, Jones Commercial
College Prep
"I use It every day for probably about thf98 to five
hours per day. I UN It in computer class, for email
end for~

..,ments."

Jesse Cohn, 21, Columbia College Chicago
~, use it every day for about two hours per day. I
use it mostly to write and produce music for my
classes and for myseff."
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THE STRUGGLE BETWEEN FILE SHARING AND THE INDUSTRY THAT DOESN'T WANT IT
BY JOSEPH STRUCK

.
Napster, Gnutella, Morpheus, Kazaa. Words that
meant nothing to anyone five years ago are now
recognized nationwide and even worldwide, as the
fat cats of the bootlegging industry. It's a vibrant but
struggling industry that has fought countless legal
battles and sustained an incomprehensible amount
of controversy, all to insure the population the great
privilege of downloading music, games and movies
for free. They are heroes to millions of people, from
all walks of life. who guiltlessly choose to spend a
few minutes at their favorite file-sharing network
rather than dish out $18 to buy the must-have album
at their local record store.

swapping movies, computer games, images, and
documents. The sky was the limit and the movie and
music industry that had been so good at overcharg·
ing people were now fresh out of ideas.
Today, the Internet is surging with new ways to
download any and all forms.of entertainment. There
are films stiU in theaters and albums not yet released
being downloaded at this moment. And there are a
staggering number of different systems allowing you
to do so.
The latest peer to peer is called Bit Torrents.
Without a central network, Bit Torrents are transferred throughout a web of interconnected people all
of equal importance feeding off of one another by a
special tracking device that users download onto
their computers. The files are then stored in a sepa
rate folder created by the user for future listening.
The music industry, and the television and movie
industry alike have no corporation to file suit against
and will even have a difficult time targeting individuals downloading bit torrents. industries alike have no
corporation to file suit against and will even have a
difficult time targeting individuals downloading bit
torrents.
Although many people agree with the entertain-

ment industry that downloading an artist's music or
film is both legally and morally wrong, there is an
even greater number of people, notably teens, who
honestly believe no harm is being done.
"With downloading I get a whole new wide ran
taste of music and I get to hear artists that I would
normally never think of listening to," said 17-year--old
Dustin Summers of Shorewood.
"It's like, 'why pay fifteen bucks for a CO for a
band just to see if you like them?"
Mark Nissen. 18, of Oak Forest, agrees.
" By allowing people to download music, maybe
sales of albums will suffer, but a true musician will
make the money back in other ways like performing
live," Nissen said.Not every teen wholeheartedly
agrees, however.
''Music is one thing, but as for movies, so much
of the income of the actors and everyone else
involved comes solely from how the movies sell that
if more
comes solely from how the movies sell that if more
people downloaded in$tead of buying, the results
would definitely be harmful," said 18- year.ald Chris
Trojan of Orland Park.
The debate goes on ...

Photo
Nap;;ter Is the one that started it all ...

With almost fairytale~like simplicity, Napster's
Shawn Fanning looked at the way the industry overcharged simply because they could, and on June 1,
1999, he gave the world another option: Download
the music for nothing, listen to the music for nothing,
burn songs onto COs for nothing, and if after all is
said and done, you still like the music, buy the CD.
No longer could an industry use the radio to promote the same musically handicapped individuals
and give Americans few choices at an outlandish
cost. The response. especially by young Americans,
was both immediate and immense. Millions upon
millions of people - particularly high school and col·
lege students - were connected to Napster's audio
superhighway within weeks and were not about to
leave.
Every hero has an archrival. however, and for
Fanning it was Metallica and the RIM (Recording
)ndustry Association of America). Lawsuit after law~uit left Napster no other choice but to shut down
the file sharing system that had caused such a
tremendous revolution not tong before. The disciples
of virtual free trade were lett without a central network. But business is business, and when a consumer wants a product, the consumer will get the
product. Within days of Fanning's shutdown.
Napster clones shot through the worldwide web and
'nto the computers of all the former Napster users,
and then some. Even more than before, people
ogged onto these new file-sharing networks and
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BY JOI HAMPTON
irHORNWOOD HIGH SCHOOL
Teens are a large part of the growth in the cell
phone industry, so when looking for the best overall
wireless plan, young cellular phone buyers must do
their homework and research to find the best wiretess plan out there. Here's some help to get started.
Verizon, Sprint, Nextel. T-mobile and AT&T are some
of today's leading wireless providers. Each company
is equipped with specific capabilities to fit the consumers' needs.
Verizon Wireless claims to be the nation's leadIng provider of wireless communication When it
comes to the company that has the largest nationwide wireless voice and data network. Verizon has
the other companies beat with 3.7 million customers.
A company like Verizon Wireless claims their service
covers more areas, and connects more people than
any other wireless service provider in the nation.
One of their most popular plans is the America's
Choice plan. With the America's Choice plan, callers
can dial from anywhere with no roaming or long distance charges. This plan starts at $34.99 for 300
anytime minutes and only 20 cents a minute after

that.
Cell phone users may want plans that include
more than one phone on an account. Verizon offers
the America's Choice Family Share plan, which
allows customers to have several phones on one
account with just one monthly bill. Also. Verizon's
current promotion allows families to share additional
flight and weekend minutes each month.
The newest plan available through Verizon
ireless is the Push to Talk package which is a new
walkie-talkie service that Includes all the benefits of
the Americas Choice plans. The plan offers unlimited
PUsh to Talk one-to-one calls at only 15 centS per
Mr'tute for each person participating in Push to Talk

affordable plan, The National Value Plan, offers 500
anytime minutes with unlimited night and weekend
minutes, and also receive 100 direct connect minutes that are timed every second instead of every
minute.
The Free Incoming Plan is a plan offered by
Nextel which allows all incoming calls with no
charge Customers receive free nights and week·
ends, no long-distance or roaming charges and
unlimited direct connect. A lot of businesses are usually interested in Nextel, said a spokesperson for
Nextel. All these offers are available at Nextel if consumers have established credit.
A Nextel spokesperson explained they will have
all new phones.by the end of the summer New features may include a digital camera,PDA, and MP3
player.
T-mobile catches the eye of the consumer with a
service plan that provides the more whenever minutes and a camera phone for $100 Through a 1,000
minute plan, buyers get unlimited picture messaging
for $44.98 a month. This plan is ideal for those who
like to take and share pictures where ever they are
With T-mobile, consumers can also choose a plan
for those who need more talking time with "The Get
More Max" plan. The "Get More Max" plan has 2,500
whenever minutes and unlimited nights and week-

ends. All the minutes include nationwide long distance and digital roaming . By purchasing this package online, the buyer will get an instant online
rebate.
AT&T claims to offer some of the most affordable
plans ever! Their local plans Include 45 minutes with
no nights and weekends for $19.99, and 250 minutes for $29.99 a month with unlimited night and
weekend minutes.
Their popular "National" plans include 600 anytime m1nutes with unlimited nights and weekends for
$39.99 and 40 c~nts a minute after that. AT&T offers
a very large plan for $299, which also includes
unlimited nights and weekends with 6,000 anytime
minutes, but they do apply roaming charges
According to Bloomberg News, AT&T, the thirdlargest wireless service in the U.S., is restructuring
their business Cingular Wireless, the second-largest
w1reless earner in the U.S., is exploring the possibility of acquiring or merging with one of its rivals.
Cingular and AT&T Wireless discussed a possible merger. according to news reports.
There is a w1de variety of plans to choose from
Verizon Wireless , Sprint. AT&T, Nextel, and T-mobile
are some of the choices. so teen cell phone users
should be able to fincl a plan that fits them the best.

fbupcalls.

~er, Verizon's walkie-talkie service is not
like Sprjnt and Nextel's. Tech TV tested
~on's new plan, and it took up to a minute and a
hatfto get a Push to Talk alert.
What makes Sprint service unique is the fact
jhatall their wireless plans include unlimited nights
weekend minutes, and they provide a 30 per}:e~t larger coverage area Which reaches over 30
Kllon people.
The most popular plans Sprint offers right now
the 500 anytime minute plans for $45 a month,
the 700 anytime minLJte plans for $50 a month.
According to a Sprint spokesperson, most peafor pJans in the $40 range.
most affordable local plan is the Area
This plan has no nationwide calling,
1,000 anytime minutes for $45 a month, but
includes free nigbts and weekends. Sprint prowhen a customer has questtons and
JID' .aUIJUl their servlce faster than most com·lnfio.ucm a 24-hour customer service hotline
~t.

IJnd

OVER

service site.
1$ known for a walkie-talkie feature, which
users to tatk to other Nextel customers
of .a button. Their newest and most
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High School Students Experience the Primaries Firsthand
By Erna Dzafic
Amundsen H.S.
While most people only get to read or hear
about the events of the presidential primaries, several Chicago teens had a chance to travel to New
Hampshire to be part of the action.
"I felt that the whole trip in general was a wonderful experience. It allowed us teenagers, young
adults, to see how the election process is done and
how politics in general is played," said Phil Hardy, a
student at Gwendolyn Brooks Academy. Hardy was
one of 58 Chicago public high school students who
attended the New Hampshire primary last month.
The trip was sponsored by the Mikva Challenge program.
"This five day trip was about trying to get the
students to feel connected to one of the most important events in our American democracy. The New
Hampshire primary is essential battleground for
every presidential candidate. They have to do well
there to stay in the race . We wanted our kids to witness this, " said Brian Brady, executive director of
Mikva Challenge.
Students who took part in the New Hampshire
primary were nominated by teachers and donated

NE File Photc
Senator John Edwards came in third at the New Hampshire primary, behind John Kerry and Howard Dean.

event." experience of the parlor-game
which we call politics. This experience
has allowed me to view politics in a completely different and more intricate manner," she said.

2o " ••• experience like this helps teens,

especially those
from low income backgrounds, become less cynical of public service and it motivates them to
become connected to the process. "
Brian Brady, executive director of Mikva
Challenge.

hours to campaigning for senate candidates.
"Throughout this whole trip I've had a really
great time. Going to New Hampshire and campaigning for John Edwards was an experience of a lifetime that I will never forget. I got to meet new people
and experience new things and get a better understanding of our democratic process, " said Kristine
Siapno, a student at Amundsen High School, who
went to New Hampshire.
The spirit of democracy and the real-life involvement with the various candidates and their campaigns opened the eyes of many teenagers to the
democratic process.
Shauanna Vinnettl, a senior at Jones College
Prep referred to the trip as " a once in a life time

www.newexpression. orq
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Brady said he believes the trip to
New Hampshire was a great success.
"I think we all get left out this idea of
truly being part of the election process.
But I think experience like this helps
teens, especially those from low income
backgrounds, become less cynical of
public service and it motivates them to
become connected to the process.
Hopefully they will be motivated enough
to run for office one day," Brady said.
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fashion
Throwback Jerseys: Hot Trend from the Past
By Jocelyn Grove
Columbia College
T hese days, sports apparel is one very important way to make a fashion statement. Currently, the
b1ggest statements are being made with throwback
jerseys.
Throwbacks have been worn for a number of
years in professional sports. "Turn back the clock"
games, where teams would wear un1forms from their
past, have been going on for at least 20 years.
People began weanng throwback jerseys as a way
of showing support for a favorite team or ret1red
player. In the past few years, these Jerseys have
become a fashion trend You can see them everywhere Sports figures are wearing them and so are
the singers and rappers on MTV mus1c v1deos

A Tale of Two Jerseys
NE visited eBay to take a look at two Michael Jordan Jerseys that were recently sold .. .

Authentic

Counterfeit

What are they?
Throwback jerseys are sports jerseys that were
either worn by a team at least five years ago They
usually feature the name and number of a ret1red
player.
Compames like N1ke Reebok Mitchell & Ness,
and Stall and Dean are produc1ng the throwback jersey and mak1ng big bucks in the process A
spokesperson from Mitchell and Ness said sales
have gone from $2.8 million dollars to $25 mill1on
dollars in sales m JUSt a few years The company
says it has added 47 new employees, bringmg the
total number of employees to 55
For the past couple of seasons. the NBA has
had "Hardwood Classics" n1ght, where players wear
jerseys from Nike and Reebok. But, the manufacturers are not the only ones making big money with th1s
current fashion statement The NFL, NHL, MLB
teams and player's associations are see1ng an •
increase in revenues by authorizing the sale of these
jerseys.
If you think you might like to get started in this
fashion trend, don't think that it is go1ng to be cheap.
Replica NBA throwbacks called "Swmgman· jerseys
cost $70-$80 apiece. These Jerseys are made of
regular mesh, not the heavy sweat-absorbing type
that the Hardwood Classics Jerseys use. The numbers are screened on twill 1nstead of double stitched.
Their regular Hardwood Classics Jerseys are $150.
The average cost for a throwback Jersey from
Mitchell and Ness is $275. Stall and Dean jerseys
go for $400 and up.
Now, you may find lower priced jerseys on the
internet and in some shops. Most of the time, these
jerseys are counterfeit.

Is It Real?
There are ways you can tell if you are buying an
authentic jersey. Remember, if the deal seems too
good to be true, then it probably is.

www.newexpression. org

As Jocelyn noted in her story, there are no M1tchell
and Ness Michael Jordan Rook1e Year Jerseys
available Th1s is a customized Nike Jersey The
Chicago Bulls have worn these m their "Hardwood
Classics" nights during the season The numbers
and fonts are identical to what the players wear on
the court. Cost. $166.67 with tax and shipping.

Th1s IS a well-manufacturered counterfeit. Not1ce
that it comes w1th Similar tags to the NBAs Jersey
Take a look at the scnpt "Chicago " It's crooked.
The letter "o" is also too small The last giveaway
that this 1s fake 1s the year on the bottom of the
Jersey It reads "1983-1984 " Michael Jordan
entered the NBA in 1984-1985 season. Cost·

$110
• Authorized retailers do not sell at flea markets,
Ebay, or through street vendors. Mitchell and Ness
maintains a list of authorized retailers on their website. Nike and Reebok jerseys can usually be
ordered through large athletic shoe stores like Foot
Locker and Fin1shhne.
• Most importantly, THERE ARE NO MICHAEL
JORDAN ROOKIE YEAR Mitchell and Ness jerseys.
The closest you can get is a customized Ch1cago
Bulls Hardwood Classics jersey from NBA.com Nike
may release a Jordan swingman to stores this summer.
• The quality of the authentic more expensive
jerseys is superior. Reebok and Nike jerseys are

made of heavy mesh Stall & Dean uses wool and
wool blends for their jerseys. Mitchell & Ness uses
the exact matenals that were used in manufacturing
the origmal jerseys. Make sure you know whether or
not a team used double-stitched lettering or screen
prints Most pro sports teams have areas on the1r
official website ded1cated to the history of their umforms.
Counterfeiting hurts the trademark holders,
retired players who get a percentage of Jersey sales,
and disappoints the buyers. If you are intent on purchasing a throwback that is considered authentic, do
your homework.
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{ntertai nment

March Movie/DVD Releases

February CD/Video Game Releases

March9DVDs

CD Releases

Oz - The Complete First 3 Seasons

March 19 Movies

March 9
Tesla- Into The Now
March 16
Godsmack-Other Side
Lil' Wayne - The Carter
March 23
NERD- Fly or Die
Master P - Good Side I Bad Side
March 30
Janet Jackson - Damita Jo
Shakira - Live And Unretouched
Frankie Knuckles -A New Reality

Dawn of the Dead

Video Game Releases

Schindler's List

March 12 Movies
Agent Cody Banks 2
" • · Spartan

March 16 DVDs
21 Grams
The Running Man

Taking Lives

Gamecube

March 23 DVDs

Metal Gear Solid: The Twin Snakes (3/2/2004)
Mission Impossible: Operation Surma
(3/23/2004)

Doggy Poo
Gothika
Honey

P52

March 26 Movies
Jersey Girl
Scooby-Doo 2: Monsters Unleashed

March 30, 2004
Brother Bear
The Texas Chainsaw Massacre

April 2 Movies

Ron Perlman stars as the supernatural investigator Hellboy in the
movie of the same name.
"Hellboy" opens in Theaters on
April2.

Envy
Hell boy

NBA Bailers (3/4/2004)
Cy Girls (3/9/2004)
MLB 2005 (3/16/2004)
Tom Clancy's Splinter Cell : Pandora Tomorrow
(3/18/2004)
Final Fantasy XI With Hard Disk Drive
(3/23/2004)
Resident Evil : Outbreak (3/30/2004)

X box
All-Star Baseball 2005 (3/2/2004)
NBA Bailers (3/4/2004)
Steel Battalion: Line Of Contact (3/~ 6/2004)

NSA agent Sam Fisher comes
back to the PS2 and Xbox on
March 18th in Splinter Cell:
Pandora Tommorrow, a sequel to
the best-selling "Splinter Cell."

Tom Clancy's Splinter Cell: Pandora Tomorrow (3/18/2004)

••
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By Audriena Comeaux
Mother McAuley
- -... Dear Audriena,
I am 15 years old. I
met a girl who seems
to like me but when I
asked her out she
said she is kind of
involved but didn't
want to talk about it. I
heard from her friends
that she might be
available now. I called.
She gave me the
same non-answer,
except now she has been really nice to me and
calls me quite a bit. Am I just a back-up option or
is she interested?
Confused
Dear Confused, girls are hard to understand in
general and it may be the case that you are her
back-up plan since she hasn 't given you a straight
answer. But there also is a slight possibility that she
likes you and would like to go out with you. The next
time you ask her give her an alternative. Perhaps if
she rejects you, maybe that is a sign she was just

www.newexpression. orq

using you to fill her empty space when she was
lonely. It is better for you to figure it out before you
get hurt even worse.
Dear Audriena,
My boyfriend met my parents for the first time
about a week ago. He came to our house in
some old gym shoes, baggy pants hanging
down past his butt and a hooded shirt. He didn't
even comb his hair. I was really embarrassed. I
just don't think he made a good first impression.
What should I do?

OMG
Dear OMG, I think you should discuss this matter with your boyfriend and explain how you want
your parents to accept him for who he is. Explain to
him that he doesn't have to change for anybody, but
showing a little effort and respect for your family
would be nice. If he really cares, he will try to make
an effort next time he sees your family, but if he gets
an attitude and just ignores your polite request
maybe it's time to look for another boyfriend who
actually cares about what you think.

Do you think there is anything wrong with experimenting with drugs. I am 16 and have never
used drugs, but I was tempted to try marijuana
because a lot of my friends have. I don't think it
would hurt. What do you think?
Tempted
Dear Tempted, I think that if the drug isn't prescribed by a doctor then you shouldn't take, them
but everyone experiments and SOMETIMES a firsthand approach is the only way of learning the hard
way. But experimenting with drugs is absolutely not
safe no metter how harmless you think the drug is.
EVERY puff
is effecting some part of your body no matter how
much or how little you smoke. Personally I wouldn't
try it because I think I need every brain cell I can get
in this crazy world.
Do you have a question you'd like to ask
Audriena? You can write to her at
Dear Audriena
c/o New Expression 600 5. Michigan, Chicago, IL
60605
Or, e-mail her at brentw@youth-comm.org. Pleas
put "Dear Audriena" in the subject line.
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Sports
Breaking Down the Big Dance
An Overview of March Madness for the Regular Joe
by Qumar Zaman
Walter Payton College Prep.
I t's time for the madness to begm, and 1t will sweep
across the Umted States affecting everyone. It m1ght
even affect you at your school What IS th1s craze that
happens every year? It's time for "The B1g Dance • It's
time for March Madness!
Last year, ESPN reported that nearly S1 4 billion is
lost in the economy just by talking about March
Madness for 10 mmutes per day 1n the workplace
Each year The National Collegiate Athletic
Association (NCAA) selects 65 DIVISIOn 1 mens basketball teams out of 200 to compete for the national championship.
How do colleges qualify to play 1n th1s prestigious
event?
College teams that w1n the1r conferences' tournament, such as 1n the Big Ten, Atlantic Coast
Conference, South Eastern Conference and the B1g 12,
will earn an automatic bid to the NCAA Divis1on 1
Tournament
Those colleges who aren't so lucky must earn a tnp
to "The Big Dance" by receiving an "at-large" bid to the
tournament. The only way a team can earn an at-large
bid is by bemg chosen by the NCAA Selection
Committee. Typtcally, there are at least 25 at-large btds
to the tournament.
D-Day for at-large teams IS the NCAA's select1on
ceremony, wh1ch takes place on Sunday March 14
Others who have automatic bids wait to see where they
will be placed 1n the four brackets. Sixteen teams w111
play in each bracket, seeded one through 16. Teams
are seeded based on their overall w1n-loss record and
the strength of the1r schedule. Victones over tough
opponents results in a higher seed1ng, and 1n most
cases, an easier path to the champ1onsh1p
In each bracket, team one plays team 16, team 2
plays team 15, team three plays team 14, and so on
There are, however, two teams who have to fear the
worst. Those two teams will play in a game to determine the 64th entrant in the tournament
This 64th vs 65th game IS qUite new to the tournament. It appeared for the first t1me in the 2000 NCAA
tournament. Dayton, Oh1o has hosted the play-1n game
every year.
The possibility of a lower-seeded team defeating a
higher-seeded team brings out the best stones. The
"Cinderella" team as 1! is called , upsets a h1gher-seeded
team to advance on 1n the tournament. To be considered "Cinderella," a low ranked team must advance
through two rounds and reach the "Sweet Sixteen ,"
wh1ch are the final 16 teams in the tournament
Who knows what will happen thts year, as another
crop of 65 teams duke 11 out to see who is best in all
the land? Maybe we could see one of the three possible Illinois schools (Umverstty of IllinoisUrbana/Champaign , Southern lllino1s, and DePaul)
bring the championship back to the confines of our
great state. Or, could we see a Cinderella team win 11
all?
Anything can happen in this tournament, as history
has shown us that no one team 1s a safe bet to win it all
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Carmello Anthony (nght center) and the Syracuse 0 angemen wo the NCAA 01v1s •n I basketba tournament ast year
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Program Encourages Young Women to Become Leaders
Nina Fuentes
Steinmetz High School
Special By Mikva Challenge
The Mikva Challenge Young Women's
Leadership Program was designed to give young
women from Chicago high schools a chance to
meet other young women in an effort to learn
from each other and form close networks.
The Young Women's Leadership Program is
sure to have influenced many of the women who
have been a part of it, including myself. I joined
the Young Women's Leadership Program almost
a year ago, and since joining I have experienced
so many important and exciting things.
Being a part of the program allowed me to
attend the National Youth Summit in March 2003.
On this trip I was able to interact with other young
women from around the country and work on policy proposals for our legislators. I also did a summer internship with the office of Sen. Miguel del
Valle and Rep. William Delgado (D-Chicago).
The Young Women's Leadership Program has
introduced teens to other women who have succeeded in the political, business and professional
worlds. While at an overnighter in June, we were
able to meet Lisa Danna, an attorney from the
Illinois Attorney General's office. Danna spoke to
us about learning to succeed in the professional
world , and how to do it. She allowed us to have
an open forum to discuss anything that we wished
with her.

Having a program like
the Young Women's
Leadership Program has
allowed young women from
the community to come
together and think and
speak about problems that
we are forced to face.
Being a part of this program has allowed me, along
with other young women to
have a place in which we
can speak about things that
are affecting our peers.
Many young women have
gained confidence because
of the self-esteem workshops that are a part of this
program.
I'm sure that if it were
not for this program, I would
not be able to speak my
opinion so easily. Being a
part of this program has
helped me voice my opinion
in environments where
young men are the majority.

o learn more about remar
isit

omens Hall of Fame www.greatwomen.org
Black women in history:
omensh istory .about.com/library/bio/blbio_
list afram. htm
National museum of women in the arts
.nmwa.org
National Women's History Museum
.nmwh.org
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Clo~ssroom sets of nevuspo~pers
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Cuflic ulum guides th.at support a variety of subjed •reas and teo~ohing goats
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For More Information Contact: Chicago Tribune Educational ~n·ict•s
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Special Prom Dresses In stock!
$99-$250 while supplies last
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Sales (773) 325-1500
Fax(773)725-2223

By Appointment only
visit us at www.amysbridalchicago.com
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JOIN NEW EXPRESSION
NEWSMAGAZINE
Gain Exposure!
Obtain Media Experience!
Contad Brent Watters, Editorial Advisor
623 S. Wabash
Chicago, IL 60605
(312) 922-71 so
e-mail: brentw@youth-comm.org

N
EN
CLASSIFIED SECTION
BUY OR SELL CARS, DVDS, TICKETS, ETC.
FIND EMPLOYMENT
SEND PERSONAL
MESSAGES
PROMOTE YOUR
BUSINESS OR EVENTS
1ST STANDARD AD FREE
ONLY $2.50 FOR 3 LINES
FOR MORE INFO, CALL312-922-71 SO
ADS MUST BE PREPAID
CHECK OR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED

von s new you
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Get as much as $23,000*
In College finanCial Asststance

The successful college student reqv1rl'S more Ulan tntelhgence
and amblt1on lhl'Se dedicated Individuals requ1re the hnanclal
rl'SOurcl'S to rPahze theu dreams, and that 5 what they lrnd at
UPS By help1ng studenu succeed we help lnslitutiOns of
htgher learnmg succeed as well.
To leam more about Pan T1me Package Handler opportumlies
and the UPS Earn and Learn Program, ph.•ase contact
UPS today·

1.888.4UPS.JOB • Access Code: 4476

www.upsjobs.com/ chicago
UPS salutes Its Earn and l earn student employees
for their hard work, within the classroom
and within our organization.

Want to write stories that are of interest to Chicago's teen
readers?
Want to learn the skills it takes to become a journalist?
Want to cover Chicago as a teen reporter?
Want to meet professional Chicago journalist and tour
their facilities?
Want to beat the rush and become staff for the 2004-05
school year before reporter slots are filled?

Then you want to attend Youth Communication
and The Down Jones Newspaper Fund Inc.'s
2004 summer Urban Journalism Workshop from
June 28- Aug. 20
Application Deadline: May 14
For more information or to receive an application contact Brent Watters, editorial advisor for
New Expression.
•
Phon~(312)922-7150

E-mail: brentw@youth.comm.org
Mail:
600 S. Michigan Ave.
Chicago, IL 60605

..
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~ NE Classified are sponsored by UPS, your source for student financial aid.
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~ews
Lauren Davis-Stroud, of Whitney Young High
1, blesses the mic at New Expressions
World is Yours" Poetry Set on Feb. 27 at
Hokin Annex in Columbia College. The
ing's ceremonies included poetry and spon word pieces from a wide variety of young
rtists from around Chicago. OJ Franco de Leon
dded an aural backdrop on the ones-and-twos.
The "World Is Yours" event was a warm-up to
is year's "Raw Voices: Teens In the Media
" showcase and conference, which will also
held at Columbia College April 3, 11 am to
:30 pm, 1104 South Wabash.
For More information visit
://colum.edu/rawvoices/ or call Tommy
homas at (312) 922-7150
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